CS 4300: Artificial Intelligence

Assignment: Jetan - Tournament

Optimize your agent and compete in the class tournament. Top agent receives 10 extra points. Second place receives 5 extra points.

See [cs4300-code-ai-agents/prog/Jetan/README.md](cs4300-code-ai-agents/prog/Jetan/README.md) for more information.

Set the contents of [cs4300-code-ai-agents/prog/Jetan/jetan_agent_arguments.txt](cs4300-code-ai-agents/prog/Jetan/jetan_agent_arguments.txt) to be the command line arguments needed to run your best Jetan agent.

Grading

Performance measure will be given here soon.

Passoff

Submit your source code by committing and pushing the repository.

Attend class the day of the tournament and compete to get credit and possibly bonus credit.